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Introduction
The primary purpose of this paper is to describe the way in which spatial situations are linguistically constructed in Ewe, 2 a West African language which belongs to the Kwa branch of the Niger-Congo family. The aim of the paper is to elucidate the Ewe solution to the problem of how to specify the relation of the Figure and the Ground in spatial description (cf. Levinson 1992: 11) . The linguistic resources central to the Ewe solution involve adpositional elements-both prepositions, which have evolved from verbs, and postpositions, which have developed from nouns.
Thus the bulk of the paper describes the grammar and meaning of adpositional constructions. It is assumed that a good grasp of the Ewe means of describing spatial scenes can provide some insightful clues to an understanding of the conceptual packaging of space in Ewe and can help clarify the ränge and type of distinctions which must be accounted for in semantic typology.
What is theoretically interesting about the Ewe solution to the specification of the relation between Figure and Ground is that spatial relational Information is found to be coded in the exponents of at least two formal classes in a syntagmatic string: spatial predicates-prepositions and/or verbs-and postpositions. This coding strategy found in Ewe and other African (and Asian) languages is different from the coding strategy in Indo-European languages where such Information is usually expressed by elements from a single form class, the preposition class. While there is no shortage of literature on the Indo-European System, the Ewe System and similar ones are relatively less understood especially in terms of how the different elements interact to produce spatial descriptions (but cf. .
The second purpose of the paper, therefore is to explore the processes and mechanisms for the interaction of the various elements-spatial predicates, verbs, prepositions, postpositions, locative nouns etc.-used to describe a spatial scene and the Interpretation that the composite of their meanings produces when it interacts with pragmatic and world knowledge. In pursuing this goal, a "two semantics model" of meaning is adopted (see Wilkins 1986 Wilkins , 1989 Wilkins and 1992 and Wilkins and Hill 1995 [this issue] for applications of this model). In this model it is assumed that there are two levels of semantics: semantics l comprises the stored meanings of signs-lexemes, grammatical constructions, illocutionary devices and gestures-and a set of (non-context bound) principles of composition; semantics2 is concerned with the on-line contextualised meaning/interpretation. Semantics l feeds the pragmatics which consists of rules of speaking and conversational implicatures etc. and through their interaction semantics2 is produced. Using this model, it will be shown that the Interpretation of spatial constructions in Ewe involves the following:
(i) the combination of the semantics of prepositions and of postpositions; (ii) the interaction of the semantics of a preposition and a spatial orientation feature of the verb in a Situation; and (iii) the interaction between the Output or default Interpretation of the compositional semantics of the elements and general conversational implicatures.
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The discussion will proceed äs follows. First, the components of a spatial construction in Ewe are introduced and further clarifications are given for the goals of the study. This is followed by a description of the adpositions. Sections 4 and 5 deal with Ewe postpositions and prepositions respectively. Section 6 investigates the semantics of the spatial predicate le 'be at' in its uses äs a verb and äs a preposition. Section 7 then outlines the ways in which the semantics of the individual elements in a spatial construction interact and unify to produce the interpretations of spatial scenes. Finally, in section 8 the Ewe System of spatial description in its various aspects is compared with the Systems found in other languages.
Ewe spatial constructions: Some preüminary remarks
Ewe is a grammatical word-order language with basic SVO syntax (and subject and object are morphologically unmarked). Alternative Orders of OSV, OVS and SOV are systematically linked to this basic one, determined by semantic and pragmatic factors. It is also an isolating languge with agglutinative features; äs such, word classes in Ewe are largely established on the basis of structural position properties and functions of words.
In an Ewe spatial construction, a Figure- an object (or event) that is located-is coded äs an NP (or a clause); a reference object is coded äs an NP which is dependent on a postposition that specifies a search domain with respect to the reference object. The reference object NP and the postposition form a constituent-a postpositional phrase which may function äs a clausal object, i.e., äs an argument of a verb, if the main verb of the clause is a spatial predicate äs in (1), or äs an object of a preposition, if other verbs are used to characterize the core event äs in (2) and (3). This constituent äs a whole is the Ground.
3 Finally, the relation between the Figure and the Ground is expressed by a spatial predicate, a verb and/or a preposition which invariably indicates the static or dynamic nature of the relation. Consider the way in which the categories of a spatial configuation map on to a sentence äs illustrated below: In sentence ( l ) the posture verb mlo fi lie' is the main verb of the clause and it is the spatial predicate that Signals the relation between the Figure dadi lä 'the cat' and the Ground. In sentence (2), however, this relation is expressed by the allative preposition 'to(wards)' and partially by the phrasal predicate mlo anyi *lie down'. The sentences in (1) and (2) essentially describe the same spatial scene but (2) emphasizes the change of location of the Figure while ( l ) focusses on the Stative nature of its location. In both sentences the search domain is specified by the postposition dzi 'upper surface', that is, the part of the reference object where the Figure is located. In both sentences the meaning of the spatial predicate plus that of the postposition combine to produce a locative description of the Figure. Sentence ( 3 ) can be interpreted in one of two ways äs represented in (3a) and (3b) respectively: The clause denoting the event E fle agbale 'S/he bought a book' can be construed äs the Figure and fiase 'shop' äs the reference object while the postposition me 'containing region of specifies the search domain with respect to the reference object where the Figure, i.e., the event, is located. Together the reference object and the
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postposition constitute the Ground. The preposition le 'at' indicates the relation between the Figure and the Ground. Alternatively one can think of Efle *S/he bought' äs an external Situation to the locative description and consider agbatä lä 'the book' to be the Figure. In this case the other elements have the same functions äs outlined with respect to the first reading. These two readings can be distinguished on the basis of the focussing facts. Thus fiase *shop' can be fronted for focus in answer to the question 'Where did s/he buy the book?' Similarly, agbafö 'book' can be focussed äs if in answer to the question *What did s/he buy in the shop?'
When one looks at the free English translations of the Ewe sentences in (2) and (3) for instance, and tries to determine what the correspondences are between the items, one is struck by the fact that the English prepositional meanings are expressed by an Ewe preposition and a postposition. Thus on is rendered by 'to(wards)' and dz 1 4 upper surface' in (2) while in is rendered by le 'at' and me 'containing region of in (3). This is a point that is made in several pedagogical grammars of Ewe. A recent one comments äs follows: "Les prepositions locatives (dans, sur, a) correspondent en ewe ä la fois ä un verbe et a un nom locatifs: sur la route: le mo dzi sur: le ... dzi" 5 (Rongier and Tsevi 1988: 24) . Thus, in a sense, the fact that the spatial relational Information is not coded in one form but is expressed in two words in the sentence is recognized, albeit intuitively, by practical grammarians.
On another level, when one looks at sentence (1) above, one could be led to think that dzi 'upper surface' by itself Stands for on. Indeed Westermann suggests this when he notes that in a sentence like the following:
(4) ele to dzi 3SG be-at: PRES river upper surface € is on the surface of the water.
9
Stands both for 'surface' and for W* (Westermann 1930: 54 ). Westermann's views are based on translation rather than semantic analysis. I want to argue in this paper that the concept of on and other prepositional meanings are derived in Ewe by the compositional semantics of prepositions and postpositions. If this view turns out to be correct, then the Ewe data pose a challenge to some of the Claims of the universality and the basic nature of some prepositions that have been made in the literature. For instance, Herskovits (1986: 127) asserts that:
At, on and in constitute in English a fundamental set of prepositions, with a large number of distinct types of uses derived from three ideal meanings which are cognitively basic, essentially topological relations ... the ideal meanings of at and m, respectively coincidence and surrounding are topological relations preserved under elastic deformations, but the ideal meaning of on involves the physical relation of support in addition to the topological relation of contiguity in the three dimensional case.
In a more restricted reading, perhaps all Herskovits is saying is that these are "cognitively basic" for English. But the passage at least suggests the possibility of a more universal claim. In any case, the Ewe data point to the view that what may be universally cognitively basic with respect to on, for example, is the atomic components that Herskovits postulates and it is not the molecular structure W that is basic and universal.
The following is an excerpt from a text in which a teacher and her pupils are talking about houseflies. This text illustrates again that the characteristic and common way of expressing spatial relational meanings in Ewe is by a combination of spatial predicates and postpositions. These elements are not italicized. The reader is invited to compare the glosses of the Ewe terms with the free English translations.
(5) a. N: Tagbatsu nye nudzodzoe bobo housefly be insect common INDEF 'The housefly is a common insect.'
b.
E-le du sia du me. 3SG be-at: PRES town every town containing region of !t is in every town.'
c.
E 
The development of adpositions
In Ewe, äs in many languages of Africa (e.g., Akan [Boadi 1992 ]; Hausa [Heine et al. 1991b] ), Asia (e.g. s Thai [Kölver 1984] ) and Oceania (e.g.,
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To'aba'ita [Lichtenberk 1991a ]; Longgu [Hill 1992]) , there are two types of adpositional elements. One type is based on and evolved from verbs, and the other type from nouns. Depending on the typology of the language, both groups may function äs prepositions or äs postpositions. In some Oceanic languages, for example To'aba'ita, there are verb-like prepositions and noun-like prepositions (see Lichtenberk 1991 a: 40-48) .
In some African languages also, the two classes of adpositions are prepositions. Thus Hausa and Maa, for example, have both verb-like and nounlike prepositions. In other African languages, especially the Kwa languages (e.g., Akan, Ewe and Ga), however, the verbal adpositional elements tend to be prepositions and the nominal adpositional elements tend to be postpositions. These adpositional elements have been explicitly or implicitly compared with the prepositions of Indo-European languages in the reference grammars and in theoretical discussions of some of these languages.
Thus with respect to the Ewe terms, Westermann (1930: 51) comments on the evolution and function of nominal adpositions äs follows: "Substantives of place are substantives which are employed to indicate place .... These substantives of place often do the work of English prepositions, adverbs, and conjunctions." He adds that "[TJhese substantives of place may be called postpositions because they always follow a Substantive or pronoun" (1930: 52).
6
Regarding the verbal adpositional elements, he observes that "many verbs when they stand next to others play the part of English prepositions, adverbs or conjunctions" (p. 129). Following the same System that Westermann used in naming the nominal adpositions, we may call the verbal adpositions prepositions because they occur before their dependent nominal constituents. This phenomenon and Westermann's observations raise a number of questions that have preoccupied students of Ewe and similar languages to varying degrees. One of these issues relates to grammaticalization. Investigators interested in this topic have mainly researched the following questions: (i) what processes underlie the grammaticalization or development of lexical verbs and nouns to adpositions; (ü) what are the semantic sources from which the terms develop and what semantic types develop into what specific meanings (see e.g., Heine 1989 , Heine et al. 1991a , b on Ewe and other African languages and Bowden 1992, Lichtenberk 1991b on Oceanic languages). These questions of grammaticalization are only tangentially addressed in this paper.
Two other interrelated analytic issues are triggered by the phenomenon of the co-existence of two types of adpositions in a language. These issues are based on the observation that the two types of adpositions have functions that parallel those of prepositions in Indo-European languages.
In fact, Heine et al. (1991b) have contrasted the Ewe System and the Indo-European System perceptively äs follows: "Viewed from the perspective of Ewe, ... prepositions in European languages may be called portmanteau markers since they combine the function of both V-and N-adpositions" (Heine et al. 1991b: 144 
Ewe postpositions
In this section, I present an overview of the postpositions in Ewe describing their semantic and syntactic properties. This will pave the way for a discussion of their interaction with prepositions in spatial description in subsequent sections.
Postpositions, which are nominal in origin, constitute a closed class of grammatical items in Ewe. They may have spatial, temporal, causal and other uses. In this paper, I am only concerned with their spatial uses. The postpositions, äs Westermann observed, are terms that denote places. They designate and create places äs entities (äs opposed to place äs a relation, see the discussion of the prepositions below), äs is evident from the use of some of them in the following examples. In Ewe grammar, postpositions are typically construed either äs parts or part defined regions inherently related to objects, this is evident from the way in which they are coded in the grammar with respect to the nominal The linguistic construction ofspace in Ewe 147 reference objects, i.e., in possessive constructions. There are two possessive constructions in Ewe: one that makes use of a possessive connective fe to link the possessor and the possessum, and another in which the possessor and the possessum are juxtaposed to each other without any intervening connective. The possessive connective construction which is used for general possession and ownership and also for relations between a body and its parts presents the relation between the entities äs less inherent. The construction involving the juxtaposition of the entities is used to express kin and social relations and presents the relationship äs an inherent one. This juxtaposition construction is also used to indicate the relation between the intrinsic parts of an object and the object äs in examples (5d) and (6) above. Thus the relation is presented äs an inherent one. In t bis way, body parts and other part terms (some of which are the historical sources for some of the postpositions) are treated differently from the postpositions (see Ameka 1991, in press; Claudi and Heine 1986; and Heine 1989 for the details).
A further piece of evidence for the view that the spatial regions and parts of an object are generally treated äs more inherent to the object than body parts or component parts are comes from the fact that body parts can participate in a "possessor raising" construction while the postpositions cannot. Table l gives a list of the core members of the class of postpositions in Ewe (cf. Westermann 1930: 52-54; Duthie in press) .
A perusal of the terms and their glosses shows that some designate intrinsic parts or "axially determined parts", to use the words of Landau and Jackendoff (1993) , such äs nu 'entrance, end point'; / Outer surface'; and me 'containing region of. Others denote spatial regions anchored to reference objects such äs gbo 'vicinity'; godzi 4 in the direction of '; godo Outside'; xä 'beside'. There are others which can be used to designate parts or regions such äs megbe 'back part, the place behind an object'; te/gome/clome 'bottom, under part or region, underneath, under'. This distinction between postpositions that denote parts and those that denote regions and those that can represent both has not been made explicit in descriptions of these terms, although it has consequences for the grammatical behavior of the postpositions. Thus one can only Stack postpositions which designate regions äs in (10) The generalization is that when postpositions which indicate spatial parts occur in the NP fe N construction, they are interpreted äs designating regions that are anchored to those parts of the object. This generalization sheds light on the Interpretation of NP fe N constructions where the N is a multifunctional item which is ambiguous between a body part and a spatial term. For instance, Heine et al. (1991b: 66) The ambiguity of this sentence arises, in my view, from two sources. The first is the use of the NP fe N [spatial part term] structures to express regions. Thus since megbe is a spatial term this construction triggers the region Interpretation äs we have been discussing. The second Interpretation arises from the possibility of the figurative mapping of body parts onto the parts of objects by analogy in Ewe. In this case the body part terms äs in (12) above occur with the possessive connective. Hence in the Interpretation of the sentence involving the back wall one can say that 'back* is an imposition of an anthropomorphic perspective on the house. This distinction also illuminates the behavior of expressions that are derivatives of body parts and postpositions. There are two kinds of such derivatives: (i) The derivatives that denote body parts or regions on the body, for instance, gku 'eye' vs. gku-me 'eye-in, i.e., face'; abo 'arm' vs. abo-ta 'arm-upper end*, i.e., 'shoulder'. These are more or less lexical compounds. The function of postpositions in these compounds is consistent with their use (outside the spatial domain) äs derivational formatives.
(ii) The derivatives that do not denote body parts but rather spatial regions adjacent to the parts, for instance axa-dzi 'side-upper surface, i.e., region beside something'; afo-nü 'foot-entrance, i.e., the foot region of something'. Both types of derivatives are linked to their possessors by the possessive connective. However, I think that there are different motivations that underlie the use of the possessive connective by the two groups.
The explanation for the first group is straightforward. They take the possessive connective because they are body-part terms. This behavior is consistent with the behavior of other body-part terms in the language. The behavior of the second group in taking the possessive connective seems at first to be inconsistent with the distribution of the possessive marker in the language. The members of this group are spatial orientations and spatial orientation terms are typically juxtaposed to their reference objects. What is even more intriguing is that the members of this group never occur juxtaposed, unlike tarne 'apex', for example, which has both possibilities. This enigma has a simple explanation: the occurrence of these terms with the possessive connective is used to signal that they are used to designate regions adjacent to their reference objects. Compare the following sentences which are nearly but not fully synonymous. (13) The word xa is a postposition which evolved from the body part term
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axa 'side' and axa-dzi is made up of axa 'side' and the postposition dzi 'upper surface'. These two expressions can be used to denote the same real world Situation, i.e., something being located in the area adjacent to something eise. However, they code different perspectives on this real world Situation, äs I tried to indicate in the examples above. It seems to me that one can only appreciate the linguistic difference between the two sentences if one recognizes the two main points that have been made concerning postpositions and the possessive connective in this section. These are: (i) that there is a distinction between those postpositions which denote regions and those that designate intrinsic or axial parts; and (ii) postpositions that are derivatives of body parts and postpositions which denote or are used to describe regions may be linked to their reference objects by the possessive connective rather than being juxtaposed to them.
To sum up, in the terminology used in this study and in terms of spatial description, one can say that the postpositions are used to encode the search domain with respect to the reference object where the Figure is located. I have indicated that apart from the use of the postposition in their unmarked NP N constructions, they can also occur in the NPfe N constructions where they indicate regions anchored to parts of objects. Similarly, constructions in which postpositions function äs derivatives attached to body or object part terms are interpreted äs representing a region anchored to the part of the person or object denoted by the part term. In all these cases what postpositions do, it seems to me, is to create places äs entities. But these places are part defined and (inherent in the localized Situation) to other objects. All the different constructions in which postpositions are involved can be thought of äs mechanisms of identifying the particularized search domain in a spatial configuration. Having described the postpositions we now turn to the prepositions.
Ewe prepositions
The postpositions by themselves do not give sufficient Information for locating entities in space. They only provide Information about relevant aspects of the search domain with respect to the reference object. We need to relate the Figure to the reference object. This is the role of spatial predicates-prepositions and spatial orientation verbs.
Prepositions in Ewe constitute a small closed class of less than ten elements. The established members of the class are given in Table 2 with an indication of their verbal sources. Since the prepositions have evolved from verbs they have been referred to äs a class of verbids (Ansre 1966) . However, the term does not correspond uniquely to the preposition word 
class. This is because it is also used to characterize other words which have evolved from verbs but which belong to different word classes such äs modals, perfective aspect markers and verbal satellites. Serial verb constructions (SYCs) have been identified äs the channel for the general development of verbs into verbids (see Lord 1993, and references therein for some views on the mechanisms of this syntactic change). The fact that the class of prepositions in Ewe is the result of the grammaticalization of verbs has consequences for the properties of the elements in the class. Synchronically, and äs is evident from a comparison of the verbal and prepositional forms above, all the prepositions except one, kple 'with', are identical in form and are semantically related to their verbal counterparts. The preposition kple 'with' is identical in form and is related, through grammaticalization, to the NP co-ordinator kple 'and'. At this stage, it is appropriate to introduce a terminological distinction. Polysemy is used in this paper in a narrow sense to refer to a relation between different senses of a lexeme. That is to say that polysemy is a relation between the different senses of a word whose forms belong to the same word class. If the forms and the different but related senses belong to different classes then we are dealing with different but related lexemes and hence the relationship between them is taken to be one of heterosemy (cf. Lehrer 1990 who uses polysemy for both kinds of relations distinguished here). The relationship between the verbal and prepositional forms can be described äs a case of heterosemy rather than polysemy for at least two reasons: Firstly, because the forms belong to different morpho-syntactic categories; and secondly, because there is a diachronic relationship between the forms and their respective senses (cf. Lichtenberk's [1991b] definition of heterosemy).
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One cannot really talk of such a relationship existing between the preposition vase^e and its verbal counterparts. Nevertheless, its origin is quite transparent. It is the result of the compounding of the three verbs: vä k come'-se 'stop'-^e 'enter'. The combined semantics of these verbs is consistent with the meaning of the preposition. The source of kple is not that transparent. It has been suggested that it comes from a fusion between kpe 'meet' and <\e 'enter' (Westermann 1905, cf. Heine and Reh 1984) . That is to say kpe + 4e->kp0&-*kple. This makes sense phonologically. The process would have involved the deletion of the last vowel of kpe which would have yielded the form *kp<le. 8 This development makes semantic sense äs well. The bridging context for such a development would have been the verbal expression kpe $e X gu. In this construction, the verb kpe 'rneet' obligatorily takes a prepositional phrase complement introduced by the allative preposition *to' with its object äs a postpositional phrase headed by qu Outer surface'. The expression may be contextually interpreted äs 'to help X, to accompany or add to X'. These contextual meanings are plausible sources for the development of a comitative/instrumental preposition (cf. Stolz and Kilian-Hatz 1992) .
Even though these prepositions have developed from verbs, they can still be distinguished from verbs on morpho-syntactic grounds. Prepositions can be distinguished from verbs on the basis of their function and distribution, i.e., the structural slot in which they occur. Prepositions (and verbids in general) cannot function äs the main predicate of a clause. Verbs, on the other hand, have this function. Thus in an unmarked monoverbal clause a preposition occurs in the following frame: NP V (NP)-NP. Words which occur in this slot and contribute to the identification of the semantic role of the following NP in the clause are prepositions. This last feature is the distinction between prepositions and other verbids such äs perfective aspect markers and verbal satellites which may occur in a similar structural slot but do not help in the identification of the roles of NPs. Typically such verbids are not followed by NPs. By contrast, there are no intransitive prepositions in Ewe, they would always have a dependent nominal phrase argument.
Morphologically speaking, the prepositions are not, in general, inflected for the verbal categories of tense, mood or aspect. I say 'in general' because, äs we shall see below, some prepositions tend to take some of these categories. This behavior has been explained in the grammaticalization literature äs a consequence of the gradualness of grammaticalization where those elements which are optionally inflected for these categories are said to be at an intermediate stage on the cline form verb to preposition (see, for example, Reh 1984 Heine et al. 1991b; and Lord 1993) . From this perspective, kple 'with*, which never takes any inflection, has been completely grammaticalized and is at the prepositional end of the continuum. The other prepositions are a Step removed from this point. As Westermann (1930: 129-130) observes when discussing the development of verbid elements in Ewe, "[A] certain freedom obtains in the way these words may be used; the same verbs may be considered in the same combination and with the same meaning sometimes äs verbs, when they are conjugated, sometimes äs invariable prepositions etc., according to the wishes of the Speaker." The marking of forms which would otherwise be thought of äs prepositions with verbal markers is not äs unconstrained äs Westermann suggests. It is true that some forms such äs na, tso, and to may take the future or habitual when they occur äs the second predicate in a clause. When they occur with the future after the main predicate which is also marked for the future or the ingressive, it could be argued that they are functioning äs verbs in a serial verb construction or a verb paratactic construction (c.f. Collins 1993 on the use of future marking äs a diagnostic for SVCs and verbal parataxis in Ewe).
(14) ... ye-wo-le
vo-vo g atso LOG-PL-be-at: PRESRED-free INGR FUT arise e-si-me 3SG-hand-containing region of '... they are going to be free from bis hands ' (Nyaseto, Nov. 1993, p. 6) However, some of the prepositional elements can optionally take habitual aspect marking. This occurs under two conditions. First, when the prepositions is stranded (with its object fronted for discourse reasons) and the main predicate is marked for the habitual then the preposition may be optionally marked for the habitual äs well. This is the case with le 'at' which is said to have "lost virtually all verbal properties" (Claudi and Heine 1986: 24) in the following fossilized expression:
(15) Ze wu ze, to gboe wo-kpole-na. pot pass pot river vicinity aFOC 3PL see-HAB: 3SGat-HAB lit: *A pot which is stronger than another pot is discovered at the riverside.'
Drawing on the insights of the Cognitive Linguistic analysis of similar phenomena in Gengbe, a sister dialect group of Ewe in the Gbe dialect cluster, presented by Lewis (1989) , one can describe the second condition äs follows: habitual marking occurs optionally on prepositions when they introduce locative or dative constituents which are attained points or
The Hnguistic construction ofspace in Ewe 155 places and not intended goals and they follow a main predicate which is also marked for the habitual. Thus </e, the allative preposition, and νά$έφ 'until' never get a habitual marking, whereas to, tso, and na can optionally take the habitual when they follow a main predicate marked for the habitual, s illustrated below: Another property of prepositions is that they introduce noun phrases and postposition phrases into clauses, foraiing constituents with them. As such, given the right semantics and pragmatics such prepositional phrases can occur preposed to clauses and marked s background by the appropriate discourse particle. Verbs with their internal arguments cannot be preposed in this way. Since the felicity of preposing a prepositional phrase to a clause is governed by semantic, pragmatic and discourse factors, this property is not shared by all members of the preposition class. For instance, the most fully grammaticalized preposition, kple with its complement never occurs sentence initially. However, le, to 9 and tso are very frequently found sentence initially in texts, s in the example below.
(19) Le mo-a dzi Ia, e-kpe ame gec[e-wo. at road DEF upper surface TP 3SG meet person several PL On the way, he met several people/ One of the features of five of the seven prepositions listed above-le, φ, tso, to 9 v sec[e-which is noted in the literature, is that the complements which they take should be modified by a postposition since the prepositions are locative in nature. The authors are quick to add by way of accounting for the apparent exceptions to the generalization that "[I]t is only when the complement itself is a local noun, for example, a toponym, a name of a place or town that the postposition is ommissible." (H nnemeyer 1990: 92) .
In the rest of this paper I want to show a number of things concerning 156 F. K Ameka the behavior of postpositions and toponyms. First, I want to argue that the presence of a postposition in locative constructions is not just fulfilling a constraint on the kind of complement that the locative prepositions should take. Rather the postpositions specify the domain with respect to the nominal complement of the preposition within which the Figure is located. Secondly, I want to demonstrate that the conditions on the ommissibility or otherwise of postpositions with respect to toponyms can be best explained in terms of the semantic types of the postpositions. Specifically, postpositions that denote regions occur freely with toponyms, whereas those that denote axial or intrinsic parts never occur with toponyms unless they are used to make a semantic distinction between two or more senses of such a noun. The third point to assert then is that the presence or absence of postpositions with a toponym has semantic consequences and it is not just a meaningless Option which may be subject to the whims of the Speaker. These issues are addressed in the following sections through an examination of the semantics of le äs verb and äs preposition. After this, the way in which this semantics interacts with the semantics of the other elements in a spatial construction and the pragmatics of the spatial scenes for the production and Interpretation of spatial descriptions is explored.
6. The semantics of le Ansre (1966: 30) The arguments in favor of this position will become clear in the course of the exposition. In the rest of this section I disuss the semantics and the properties of the verbal le and the preposition le, l argue that they have very similar meanings and the basic distinction between them lies in the different syntactic functions that they have.
l . The verb le
There are three main uses of the verb le. These are the existential, the locative and the aspectual uses. These usages are distinguished on the basis of the kind of constituent that functions äs the complement of the verb. Thus, for the aspectual use the verb le takes an aspectual phrase headed by the ingressive or progressive aspect marker äs in (20b) above. For the locative use, the complement is either an inherently locative nominal phrase äs in sentence (21) below, taken from a folk tale about how it came to be that the Spider now lives in cobwebs, or a postpositional phrase äs in (20a) above. Note that in the following example the verb's locative complement afima 'there' is fronted for focus.
(21) Afi-ma wo-le vasec[e rju ke . .. place-that 3SG be until day break There he was until day break ...'
When the verb le is used to express general existence, it takes an ambient invariable objective pronominal clitic which is underlyingly an -/. Two alternative processes of assimilation between the pronominal element and the verb le are possible in the language. Either the -i assimilates the e of le to its height to produce H or the e of le assimilates the -i to itself 158 F. K. Ameka causing a lengthening of the vowel to become lee. The products of these assimilation processes turn out to be dialect variants, although both forms are available in the Standard colloquial dialect. This is consistent with the general morphophonemic changes involving /// morphs in the language. The orthography does not refect the length difference between the verb le and the verb plus the pronominal complement lee. I have used the lee form in one of the examples below to reflect the actual spoken form: (22) The general existential form K or le(e) may be further complemented by an adverb, typically derived from or related to a property concept, to express the existential condition, state or quality of its subject. In the descriptions of Ewe, adverbs are said to modify the bare verb le. This is misleading because it does not pay attention to the differences between the bare le äs used in locative constructions and the fact that the vowel is lengthened when it takes an adverbial complement. It is significant, I think, that in texts one encounters both li and le forms followed by an adverb. Compare the following sentences taken from the same author (see Ewe Texts in the references). (Akotey 1988: 14) In all these uses the verb le has a core meaning which can be paraphrased äs follows:
The linguistic construction of space in Ewe 159 at this time X be at Υ Υ be an activity/event ") Υ be a place J To account for the different uses, Υ has to be spedfied to reflect the particular contextualization. Thus for the aspectual use, the further specification is that "Y is an activity/event." For the locative and existential uses the specification is that "Y is a place." The first component accounts for the fact that the verb is used only to talk about situations in the present. I will have nothing more to say about the aspectual uses.
What is needed is a justification for the semantic formula for the locative and existential uses, especially concerning the "Y is a place" specification. This aspect of the meaning with respect to the locative use is seif evident given the requirement, s it were, that the complement of the verb in this use has to be inherently locative or the locative feature has to be supplied by a postposition. It is not so obvious for the existential use. I would argue however that the invariable pronominal, which is identical in form with the third person Singular object pronoun, is the expression of this place element in the existential s well. Thus the presence of the invariable pronoun in the existential structure can be explained by saying that the existence of something implies existence in a place and it is this place of existence which is implicated by the pronoun. This view can be supported with language internal evidence. The co-occurrence of the invariable pronoun and the verb le in the expression of current or universal existence parallels the use of a generic nominal anyi 'earth, ground, down* in combination with the non-present form of the locative/existential verb, «a, to express non-present existence. Compare example (25) In addition, locative complements, be they inherently locative nominale or postpositional phrases, are mutually exclusive with the invariable pronominal -i or the generic nominal anyi. This suggests a certain degree 160 F. K. Ameka of semantic incompatibility due to a shared semantic feature. This shared semantic feature, I suggest, is the feature of [place], It is instructive to note that we never get the sequence // PostpP nor H NPloc, but we do get // Adv. Furthermore, the idea of existence being linked to location in a place has been pointed out by several investigators. For example, Bolinger (1977: 99) notes that "To exist, a thing has to be somewhere." 9 This view of existence äs location in space has been used to explain and argue for the widespread crosslinguistic expression of existence in locative terms (cf. Clark 1978; Lyons 1977) . Indeed, the use of the same verb in Ewe to express location and existence is itself a case in point. Thus the pronoun is present with the verb le in the existential constructions to designate, äs it were, the abstract space of existence.
From these pieces of evidence it can be concluded that "Y is a place," i.e. äs a place in relation to soraething eise, is part of the semantics of the verb le when it is used to express existence and location. The same component is present in the semantics of the preposition äs we shall see in the following section.
The preposition le
The preposition le has been described äs the most important preposition in Ewe and serves äs a multi-purpose preposition that is used to introduce NPs with different semantic roles into the clause (cf. Heine et al. 1991b: 142) . Indeed this preposition is involved in the expression of locative, temporal, causal, degree and several other semantic roles. These various uses can be distinguished from one another on syntactic and semantic grounds. For instance, one distinction between the locative and temporal uses concerns the behavior of the preposition when its dependent nominal constituent is fronted for the purposes of focus. Thus for the locative use the preposition is stranded when the dependent NP is fronted, whereas in its temporal use the preposition is neither stranded nor piedpiped when its NP is fronted. It is deleted. This difference is evident from a comparison of the following pairs of sentences:
(27) a. Me-kpo-e le asi-me LOCATIVE 1SG see 3SG at market-containing region of 4 I saw him/her in the market.' b. Asi-me-e me~ kpo-e *(le) market-containing region of-aFOC 1SG see 3SG at the market I saw him/her.*
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(28) a. Me-kpo-e le qdi-me TEMPORAL l SG see 3SG at morning-containing region of saw him/her in the morning.'
b. qdi-me-e nie-kpo-e (*le) morning-containing region of-aFOC l SG see-3SG at "In the morning I saw him/her/ We shall focus on the locative use, which is perhaps the preposition's most basic use. In its locative use it has been suggested that the preposition is used to render the meanings of 'in, on, at ...* (Hünnemeyer 1990: 91) . To this, one may add 'from' and further that in some contexts it has no easy translation into English. These glosses are nothing more than contextual modulations on the basic meaning of the preposition, As we shall see below, these translation equivalents are interpretations of the le preposition based on knowledge about other elements in the construction and of the context.
The basic meaning of the preposition in its locative use may be paraphrased äs follows:
X be at is a place (in relation to something eise)
Just äs in the case of the verb, the place feature may be inherent in the dependent NP of the preposition or may be specified by a postposition. The only difference between the meaning of the preposition and that of the verb lies in the fact that the preposition does not have a temporal component äs the verb does. This follows from two interrelated facts. Firstly, äs a preposition, le does not select for tense categories. Secondly, unlike the verb which has a le/no alternation depending on the time of the event being described, the preposition does not have this alternation.
The "division of labor" in spatial description
One of the major concerns of this paper is to demonstrate that various elements in an Ewe spatial construction "conspire", so to speak, to provide Information about spatial scenes. In this section I want to explore how the labor of spatial description is divided between the various component elements. There are suggestions in the literature concerning how the functions are divided between V[erbal]-adpositions and N[ominal]-adpositions in languages that have both items. Heine et al. (1991b: 140) , for example, suggest the following: "[I]n terms of the framework proposed by Talmy (1985) , one may say that N-adpositions provide Information on the shape and/or dimensionality of the ground, whereas V-adpositions are more likely to describe the relation between figure and ground." In the same vein and specifically for Ewe, Hünnemeyer (1990: 92-93) notes that "... with regard to the most concrete, that is, local functions of coverbs (i.e., prepositions, F.A.) and postpositions we can state-in syntactic and semantic terms-that COVERBS (i.e., prepositions, F.A.) establish the local relations thereby simultaneously specifying categories of topological orientation PLACE, GOAL, SOURCE, PATH-whereas POSTPOSITIONS (PPs) localize the complement noun thereby simultaneously specifying kinds of spatial dimensions: INSIDE/ENCLOSURE, OUTSIDE, TOP, BACK, FRONT" (italics in original). These are higher level generalizations. Here, an attempt is made to go to lower level and more specific ones and to suggest the principles of Interpretation that are employed in understanding Ewe spatial descriptions. It emerges that for some spatial descriptions it is the compositional semantics of the prepositions and postpositions äs outlined above that are crucial for their understanding. For others, it is the compositional semantics of the preposition and its nominal object that are relevant. For some others, it is the compositional semantics of the preposition or spatial predicate, the nominal reference object and the postposition plus pragmatic conversational implicatures that are required for understanding the spatial description. And for others, it is the union of the spatial semantic feature of the verb which describes the core event and that of the preposition that is prominent for the Interpretation of the spatial scenes.
The following spatial construction types will be considered: These will be mostly identified with respect to the nature of the nominal reference object.
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The reference objects in such constructions are names of towns and regions. In this type of spatial construction, postpositions are not used to specify the search domain of the reference objects. As Westermann (1930: 56) puts it "No me is added to the names of towns and countries." This observation is couched in specific terms, but it can be expressed in more general terms. The main generalization for these toponyms, äs noted above (section 4), is that they can co-occur with postpositions that designate regions adjacent to reference objects, such äs gbo 'vicinity', but not with postpositions that denote axial or intrinsic parts of objects such äs me 'in(side)'. Compare the following sentences: (29) town that be-at: PRES Kpando vicinity around That village is in the neighborhood of Kpando.'
The rationale for this behavior seems to be based on the fact that the toponyms are inherent places construed äs bounded regions without axial parts. To refer to specific parts or regions of such places direction terms such äs dziehe 'south', anyigbe 'downhill, lowland' etc. are used. These are not postpositions and they are linked to the nouns by the possessive connective fe. The direction terms may co-occur with postpositions.
(30) Atikewofe-a le Kpando fe dziehe. hospital DEF be-at: NPRES Kpando poss south The hospital is in the southern part of Kpando.'
To understand constructions involving names of places and regions, the semantics of the spatial predicate is unified with the semantics of its inherently locative object. Thus for the Interpretation of the sentence in (29a) above the semantics of fe, that is, X be at Y, unifies with the semantics of the other elements in the expression. In this process X is linked with Mie 'we' and is a place' is linked with Leiden. There is no specification of where exactly in Leiden. It is treated äs a point or a bounded region.
(
ii) TV with locative derivative in its composition
This is another type of spatial construction in which postpositions are not normally used to indicate the search domain. In these constructions 164 F. fL Ameka the reference object is represented by a nominal which is morphologically headed by a derivative postposition. In this, s in the first construction type, non-axial part postpositions can occur. In addition, direction terms may be used to indicate the specific region of the reference object (see example [31c] below). Compare the sentences in (31) which can be used to describe the same real world spatial scene. (31) The noun xo 'room, building' is a noun that designates an entity s a place but it is neither a place name nor is it headed by a derivative postposition in its morphological structure. It therefore requires a postposition for the specification of the search domain.
In the two types of constructions discussed so far, the absence of a postposition in the linguistic expression can be explained by the semantics of the nominal that represents the reference object. It can also be said that the Interpretation of the constmction is the result of the interaction between the semantics of the spatial predicate and the semantics of the nominal that represents the reference object (leaving aside the cases where the search domain specification is provided by direction terms).
There are other instances where pragmatic and world knowledge enter the process of understanding and interpreting spatial descriptions. Thus there are a number of nouns which are inherently locative in the sense that they designate places where people live or do things regularly. These nouns may take postpositions for different reasons.
(iii) N locative with an associated regul r activity One group of these nouns consists of elements that refer to a place s well s the activities that take place there. Some of these nouns are suku
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(32) Fofo-nye le agble. father 1SG be-at: PRES farm 'My father is at the farm.' Contra the Suggestion in Westermann (1930: 55-56 ) that these nouns do not take postpositions, one encounters sentences of the foUowing kind where they do occur with postpositions, especially the me 'containing region of ' postposition.
(33) Fofo-nye le agble me. father 1SG be-at: PRES farm containing region of *My father is in the farm.'
The conversational implicature associated with the constructions with a postposition is that the Speaker and the addressee understand and know which particular place the Figure is 
(i v) N [activity] with or without postposition constructions
A second group of nouns are those that denote activities or events such äs takpekpe 'meeting', ava 'war' etc. These nouns are not inherently locative but they can occur with or without postpositions in spatial constructions.
(34) Wo-le ta-kpe-kpe (me)l 3PL be-at: PRES head-RED-meet containing region of court (me) containing region of 'They are at a meeting/in court.'
The Interpretation of such spatial constructions involves the interaction of the literal semantics of the forms and the application of some pragmatic principles. The first pragmatic principle at work is a metonymic rule based on real world knowledge whereby events that are held in specific places may be understood äs places. This metonymic principle allows for the event nominals to be interpreted äs locative. Given this locative feature, the co-occurrence of the nouns with or without postpositions is then interpreted on the basis of the conversational implicature outlined above for the first group of nouns. That is, for the constructions without a postposition the Figure is understood to be involved in something associated with the event in general. For the constructions with the postpositions, the implicature is that the Figure is engaged in an event at the specific place that is understood and known by the Speaker and the addressee.
(v) N [inherent locative] with or without postposition constructions
The third group of nouns comprises those that are inherently locative such s afe 'house, hometown', anyigba 'ground, earth, land, country', xexe 'outside, world, ambience', etc. For these nouns, their occurrence with or without a postposition is used to make sense discriminations of the lexeme. Compare the following sets of sentences:
(35) a. E-dzila wo le afe. 3SG parent PL be-at: PRES h rne *His/her parents are at home (i.e., native homeland).'
b. E-dzila wo le afe (-) me. 3SG parent PL be-at: PRES home DBF containing region of e His/her parents are at home (i.e., in the house).' The Interpretation of the forms without a postposition is fairly straightforward. The Interpretation is derived from the compositional semantics of the spatial predicate and the nominal. For instance, the Interpretation of (36a) above is that several children are located outside. And the reference of 'outside' is derived from the pragmatic context s Outside
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of the place where we are or which is the topic of our talk.' To a certain extent, the understanding of the constructions with postposition would seem to follow the same principles äs those outlined for inherently locative nominals like agble Tann' discussed above. That is, the constructions with the postposition are understood and applied äs having a more local focus compared to those without postpositions which are understood äs being more generally applied. Indeed the optional presence of the definiteness marker in the constructions with postpositions would seem to support this view. The postposition helps to zero in on a specific part of the place designated by the noun. However, there is a difference between the group of nouns being discussed here and those discussed earlier: the readings of the nouns under current discussion are lexicalized while those of the other class are not.
One piece of evidence in support of this claim is that the principles of Interpretation that are applicable to the agble 'farm' type constructions do not apply to the constructions involving anyigba 'ground' for example. Consider the following examples and their interpretations: One would have expected the postpositional construction to have a local Interpretation, that is, to be used to describe location on the ground or floor, but the reverse is the case. It is the postpositional construction that is more generally applied in a sense. It is this quasi tautology which seems to trigger a specific pragmatic inference which is pragmaticized äs an Interpretation of the nominal. Thus for the constructions with only the inherently locative nouns, the compositional semantics of the spatial predicate and the noun yield a straightforward locative Interpretation which, depending on the context, is sufficient for locating the Figure. For those constructions with the postpositions, a pragmatic inference is triggered which signals that a specific reading of the nominal should be invoked. For example, the presence of a postposition with the nominal anyigba 'ground' signals that this noun should be read äs land, country or earth depending on the specific discourse and contextual factor. (39) Madzo le afi-sia egbe. 1SG: FUT leave at place-this today lit: I will leave at this place today will leave (from) this place today.'
In the sentences above, the preposition le 'at' may be rendered in English äs 'from'. But this is not just a rendition of the preposition, it is the result of the interaction between the source feature encoded in the verb plus the 'at' meaning of the preposition. The verb do could be paraphrased äs 'move out of a place thought of äs an enclosed/bounded region/place'. In example (38) above the place where the crab moves out of is do 'hole'. This place is construed äs an enclosure, that is, the inside of a hole äs signalied by the postposition me 'containing region of'. This meaning unifies with the meaning of 'be at a place' of the preposition to produce the literal meaning of the utterance. On another level, the semantics of the verb that describes the core event characterized in the clause interacts with and determines the choice of the preposition used to describe the location of the Figure. Ewe maintains a systematic distinction between static and dynamic location which is coded by the choice of prepositions. The preposition le always expresses static location, whereas the choice of other prepositions like 'to(wards)' and tso 'from' for the expression of location indicates that the location is viewed äs a dynamic one. For example, the sentences in (41) can be given äs answers to the topic-only question in (40) asking about the location of the garment. Significantly, φ is unacceptable in the first sentence which describes a static Situation-the fact that I saw the garment on the line. Similarly, le is unacceptable for describing a Situation which involves an activity of exposing the garment to dry in the second sentence.
The same contrast between static and dynamic location can be observed when the sentences in (42) The two sentences in (41) can describe the same scene and they are both indeed translated idiomatically in the same way in English. Nevertheless, the Ewe forms differ with respect to the preposition that is used to signal the relation between the Figure To sum up, one of the observations that can be made based on the discussion of the constructions in this section is that there appears to be at least two linguistic entities bearing spatial meaning in each construction type. It is also clear that such elements-prepositions, postpositions, spatial verbs etc.-have their own meaning on the basis of which they are deployed in spatial description. Finally, it can be noted that the 170 F. K Ameka interaction of the meanings yields composite readings which may or may not need pragmatic contextual information to generate an overall Interpretation of spatial descriptions. In the next section the behavior of the Ewe forms and their constructions are placed in a cross-linguistic perspective.
Aspects of Ewe spatial constructions in cross-linguistic perspective
Thus far, the linear order of elements in an Ewe spatial construction map onto the conceptual categories of spatal description in the following way: Figure  Relation Reference object Search domain NP/Clause Spatial verb/ NP (Postposition) Preposition
We have seen that these elements interact in different ways to achieve descriptions and interpretations of spatial scenes. For instance, it was noted that sometimes the search domain is not explicitly coded by a postposition if the reference object is represented by an inherently locative nominal. Thus postpositions do not co-occur with place names. This behavior can be compared to the Situation in languages with case Systems where nouns refemng to places are locally unmarked in the locative and other local cases (Tiersma 1982: 843) .
There are other parameters for the comparison of languages with respect to the way in which they resolve the question of the relation between the Figure and the Ground in spatial description. One such Parameter concerns the amount of information that is provided about the geometry of the Figure and the Ground, äs required by the language, in spatial constructions. Talmy (1983: 233) observes that in spatial description, the geometry ascribed to the Figure is simpler than the geometry of the reference object. This could be formulated äs a plausible "natural" universal feature of spatial description, namely "that spatial descriptions specify the geometrical nature of the ground, not the figure" (Levinson 1991: 9) .
As Levinson argues, this Statement applies to English spatial descriptions but it is not an absolute universal. This is because in Tzeltal (and other Mayan languages) "the ... English strategy of presupposing the structure of the figure, but detailing the nature of the ground ... is not followed. Instead Tzeltal takes the strategy of specifying in great detail the figure, while presuming the general nature of the ground" (Levinson 1991: 10) . Thus English and Tzeltal are different.
In the description of spatial configurations, Ewe is like English in not providing too much information about the Figure, 
but it provides details
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However, Ewe is unlike English, to some extent, in terms of the degree to which Information about the reference object is provided. Ewe provides more precise Information about the nature and the dimension of the reference object (especially if it is not inherently locative) than English does. Thus in English, a sentence like (43) below is vague, I believe, between the sentences in (44a and 44b). (43) He is on the car.
(44) a. He is on top of the car, i.e., on the roof of the car. b. He is on the bonnet of the car.
This vagueness is coded explicitly in Ewe by different postpositions: for (44b), the postposition tarne 'apex' will be used while for (44a) the postposition dzi 'upper surface' will be used. Hence sentence (43) will be rendered in Ewe äs either (45a), corresponding to (44a), or (45b), corresponding to (44b), depending on which scene is being described. Thus contrary to the Suggestion by Heine et al. (1991b: 129) that the postpositions dzi and tarne "[b]oth mean On, above' and are largely synonymous", I hope the above examples show that they mean different things and that they are used to make subtle semantic distinctions in the description of spatial configurations.
Similarly, the location of a picture with respect to a wall can be described in one of the following ways depending on where on the wall it is. The picture is on (top of ) the wall/ Bach of these sentences can be rendered in English äs "the picture is on the wall" äs the translations show. But Ewe makes use of postpositions to give precise Information about the specific location of the picture. For instance, the distinction between (47) and (48) above has to do with the level or height of the wall at which the picture is from an anthropomorphic point of view. If the upper flat surface of the wall where the picture hangs is such that one can see the picture on it, then the dzi postposition is used äs in (48). However, if the picture is not accessible to the direct perception of people (cf. Vandeloise 1991) , that is, the picture is at the upper flat surface level of the wall higher than where one can easily see it, then the postposition tarne is used äs in (47). Ewe thus forces its Speakers to provide more Information about the specific part or region of the reference object where the Figure is located than English does. English Speakers can decide to be äs precise about the part of the reference object where the Figure is located äs the Ewe Speakers do, but they are not obliged to do so by the language. The point is that in Ewe it is obligatory to give precise Information about the reference object while in English it is not. Thus the same nuances described above for sentences (46) to (48) can be made in English but they must be made in Ewe.
One can also compare languages in terms of how they frame and package Information about the relation between the Figure and the Ground in adpositions. These Ewe data and similar data from other languages with two sets of adpositions, such äs Hausa and Maa, show that these languages employ a strategy that is distinct from the strategy employed by European languages, such äs English, which have only one set. We have already noted the highly perceptive observation by Heine et al. (1991b: 144) that prepositions in European languages combine the functions of both V-and N-adpositions.
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The Claims made in this paper support this view.
One of the implications of this view is that a preposition like on which has been assumed to be cognitively basic in some studies (e.g., Herskovits 1986) are rather complex. The preposition on is perhaps made up of a
The linguistic construction ofspace in Ewe 173 relation of 'be somewhere* which is basic and universal (Wierzbicka 1992) In Arrernte however, given sufficient context, the locative case marker is all that is needed for describing any of the spatial configurations represented with the English prepositions. The Arrernte utterance is left to be interpreted through the pragmatics of the Situation. From the point of view of this aspect of Arrernte, European languages, including English, and Ewe and languages like it look similar in terms of the specification of location in linguistic forms. But in the absence of an appropriate context and where the spatial relation is deemed to be of particular relevance, Arrernte becomes like Ewe with a spatial nominal/adverbial determining spatial parts/regions and case establishing the various sorts Table 3 illustrates the contrasts between Ewe, Arrernte and English-three genetically and typologically diverse languages-with respect to this feature.
Conclusion
The paper has provided a description of the grammar, meaning and Interpretation of adpositions in Ewe. There are a number of implications of the study for the theory and description of spatial constructions in individual languages and for the investigation and understanding of crosscultural and cross-linguistic spatial conceptualization. At a general theoretical level, the paper has been an exploration in the role of compositionality and its interaction with pragmatics to yield understandings of spatial configurations äs represented linguistically in Ewe. There are some hints in the literature with respect to the Interpretation of spatial constructions, but these are mostly based on Indo-European languages. Thus Senf t (1992: 12) observes that:
To Interpret a preposition like 'in' in the sentence "The socks are in the drawer" we must know the meaning of the expression that encodes the spatial Information given (in = contained in), we must combine this meaning with additional infonnation given in the context (e.g., with the verb 'are'), and it must be clear that the Speaker of this sentence has more or less the same concept of space, of the 'referential domain', äs the hearer. It is only with these three components of spatial reference, namely, meaning, context and space conception, that we can infer the function and the Interpretation of an expression like "in" (see also Herskovits 1986: 3).
While this is true for all languages including Ewe, such examples tend to mislead one into thinking that spatial relational Information is coded in a single form. Clearly, the examples from Ewe show that such meanings may reside in more than one form and one needs a level of Integration and unification for the Interpretation of spatial expressions. These meanings cannot be simply read off one form (see also Sinha and Kuteva 1994) . On another level, the discussion of the different construction types in section 7 confirms Miller and Johnson-Lard's (1976: 380) comment with respect to the semantic analysis of spatial expressions. They wrote: "Semantic analysis of spatial locatives is complicated by strong interdependencies between the preposition and the relatum ... it is not possible to analyze spatial locatives without taking into account the kind of landmarks which can serve äs their relata." It has been shown in this paper that this observation holds for the two classes of adpositions in languages that have them. We saw how in Ewe it was necessary to specify the feature of the complement of the spatial predicate le 4 be at' and how different interpretations may be produced depending on the way in which the reference object is construed with respect to the postpositions.
At a language specific level, the paper has shown the relevance of the distinction between axial or intrinsic parts and regions äs reflected in the grammar of postpositions in Ewe. This has greatly enhanced our understanding of the enigmatic behavior of postpositions in possessive constructions in the language. In addition the paper has underscored the importance of a distinction that has seldom been recognized in the spatial conceptualization literature between the notion of "place äs an entity" and "place äs a relation". The general manifestation of this is the Opposition between postpositions and prepositions in Ewe, but several other languages manifest this in different ways.
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Finally a comparison of the Ewe system to other languages has drawn attention to a possible typology of languages in terms of where relational and ground injformation is coded and how obligatory it is for this kind of Information to be coded in a spatial description. It is hoped that this paper has highlighted the relevant dimensions needed in the investigation of spatial language and conceptualization in a non-Indo-European language of the type which has two sets of adpositions.
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The subject matter of this paper was first presented at the "Workshop on Spatial Language and Cognition" in Sandbjerg, Denmark, in June 1993.1 am very grateful to Chris Sinha for inviting me to the workshop and for his editorial guidance, interest and, above all, patience. Words cannot adequately express my indebtedness to Debbie Hill and David Wilkins for their insight, advice and encouragement at every stage of the development of the paper. I would also like to thank Caroline Angenent, Anneke Breedveld, Bob Bugenhagen, Chris Collins, Gerrit Dimmendaal, James Essegbey, Chff Goddard, Sabine Neumann and Mathias Schladt for their comments and suggestions on earlier versions of the paper. Ewe orthography and abbreviations: In the traditional orthography of Ewe, only few tones are marked. In this paper, all high tones are marked throughout with an acute accent '. Low tones, marked with a grave accent', are only indicated when demanded by the orthography or to make explicit the tone of the item being discussed. Rising and falling tones are marked by ä and ä respectively where necessary. / and v are the Orthographie forms for / / and /ß/ respectively. The following abbreviations are used in the interlinear glosses: There are slightly diiferent conceptions of the terms for the components in a spatial description. I will outline two of them and present the way in which I use the terms in this paper. Talmy (1983:232) defines the Ground äs "a reference object (itself having a stationary setting within a reference frame) with respect to which the Figure' s site, path, or orientation receives characterization." Talmy uses Ground and reference object interchangeably. Levinson (1991: 8 fn 12 ) offers a revision of Talmy's notions and argues that Ground is a complex of a relatum-the landmark object, i.e., reference object, the search domain-the space anchored to the relatum in which the referent (i.e., the Figure) is to be found-and the relation between the referent and the landmark äs specified by the spatial predicate and/or adposition. Levinson adds that the relation "normally serves to specify and delimit the search domain projected off the relatum" (Levinson 1992: 11 fn 24) . I take the view that the Ground is a complex of (i) the reference object (relatum in Levinson's terms) and (u) the search domain äs specified by an adposition. But the Ground for me excludes the relation. This is the
